
Stacy just sent me the pic to the right, one 
of Julia's high-school graduation shots; the 
one above just came to light as my mother 

cleans up my grandmother's house to sell it

She plans to be a lawyer, by the way.

Then and Now
is a zine by mike weber, 

162 Spring Place, Dawsonville GA 30534 
Originally intended for the

November, 2002 mailing of the SFPA, hen 
for the January one, and then. ..

Some long-time New Orleans people will 
remember Stacy, the leftover hippie, and 

her younger daughter, Miss Julia, to whom 
became an Honorary Daddy because i was 
in NOLa regularly and her real father, a 

friend of a friend, couldn't be.



Speaking of Stacy, she sent me the following the other day:
"These are the 10 winners of this year's Bulwer-Lytton contest (run 

by the English Dept of San Jose State University), wherein one writes only 
the first line of a bad novel."

10) ”As a scientist, Throckmorton knew that if he were 
ever to break wind in the echo chamber he would never hear the 
end of it.”

9) ’’Just beyond the Narrows the river widens.”
8) ’’With a curvaceous figure that Venus would have en

vied, a tanned, unblemished oval face framed with lustrous thick 
brown hair, deep azure-blue eyes fringed with long black lashes, 
perfect teeth that vied for competition, and a small straight nose, 
Marilee had a beauty Ihat defied description.”

7) ’’Andre, a simple peasant, had only one thing on his 
mind as he crept along the East wall: ’Andre creep... Andre 
creep... Andre creep.’”

6) ’’Stanislaus Smedley, a man always on the cutting edge 
of narcissism, was about to give his body and soul to a back al
ley sex-change surgeon to become the woman he loved.”

5) ’’Although Sarah had an abnormal fear of mice, it did 
not keep her from eking out a living at a local pet store.”

4) ’’Stanley looked quite bored and somewhat detached, 
but then penguins often do.”

3) ’’Like an over-ripe beefsteak tomato rimmed with cot
tage cheese, the corpulent remains of Santa Claus lay dead on 
the hotel floor.”

2) ’’Mike Hardware was the kind of private eye who didn’t 
know the meaning of the word ’fear’; a man who 

Paqe (Ij could laugh in the face of danger and spit in the eye 



of death — in short, a moron witti suicidal tendencies.”
AND THE WINNER IS...
I) ’’The sun oozed over the horizon, shoved aside dark

ness, crept along the greensward, and, with sickly fingers, 
pushed through Ihe castle window, revealing the pillaged prin
cess, hand at Ihroat, crown asunder, gaping in frenzied horror at 
the sated, sodden amphibian lying beside her, disbelieving the 
magnitude of the frog’s deception, screaming madly, ’You lied!”’ 

(Turns out that these are actually the winners from 
some years ago...)

Doctors say men run the risk of injuring themselves when they 
take off a woman's bra. a

A report in a medical journal says one patient suffered major liga
ment damage and a fracture to one»of his fingers while completing the 
task.

The man ended up with his finger in a splint for three weeks after 
picking up the injury, which is often associated with rock climbing.

It also says surveys show 40% of men in their 30s and 40s have 
problems removing bras.

It adds a recent test found men spent an average of 27 seconds 
taking them off using both hands.

The article, which will be in the August issue of the British Journal 
of Plastic Surgery, says right-handed men using their left . x
hand took an average of 58 seconds. While one unfortu- w 



nate volunteer took 20 minutes.
The case of the 27-year-old man who injured his finger is cited by 

plastic surgeons from St Georges's Hospital in London.
The Daily Mail quotes reconstructive surgeon Andrew Fleming as 

saying: "It was a very nasty injury to the second knuckle down the finger. 
It was the type of thing that is more commonly associated with sport, 
particularly rock climbing.11

He says the man twisted the finger when it got
caught between the double straps of a lady's bra.

LICW 1 The thing about a
bullet puncturing the skin of an air

liner at high altitude is that in mod
ern aircraft design, the skin itself is a

structural member made 
rigid and given load-bearing 
capabilities by locked-in stress
es. Ever see a Prince Rupert 
drop? Little tadpole-shaped 
drop of stressed glass, made by 
dropping molten glass into ice 
water. You can hit the "head" 
with a hammer with a very 
high probability of doing no 
real damage - but simply nick 
the "tail" with a file, and it flies 



to powder. Damage the structural integrity of a 
monococque airliner fuselage, even in a small 
manner, and you risk catastrophic failure. Re
member the Aloha Airways 737, where an ini
tially relatively small metal-fatigue failure 
w’ound up ripping the fuselage open and toss
ing several seats (one occupied by a little old 
lady) out in midair.

As to the question of cheap illegal-immi
grant labour being necessary to the produce in
dustry (among others), Woodie Guthry's song 
"Deportee (Plane Wreck at Los Gatos)" asks, in 
its last verse, "Is this the best way we can raise 
our good oranges?" That was a few years ago, 
and it's really not much better now.

In his latter years, my dad became quite
interested in Dvorak (and, in fact, almost anything else that had to do with our 
Bohemian/Czech ancestry).

I used to have the first issue of "Spockanalia" - i'm not surprised there 
wasn't any slash in it, given its pioneering status and the time of publication, but i 
did begin hearing of slash not too long afterward.

Regarding witches riding goats - there are some fairly large goats (and the 
haity7 little mothers are strong for their size*), and, at the time that the legend

probably relates to, the average human was rather 
smaller than today - for that matter, as recently as 
when i was stationed in Sicily in 1970 - 1971, the 
average Sicilian was a foot or so shorter than my 
six feet.

Whether or not Tiptree was female didn't 
bother me, or affect whether or not i read "his"

*Which reminds me of Pratchett's offhand 
remark that entire civilisations have been 
based on the load-bearing capacity of lit
tle old ladies in black dresses...
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books. What did was the fact that, in 
general, i rather more admired than en
joyed "his" writing, if you see what i 
mean.

George "Burdell", not "Burdette".

I just did a little Google, and 
found (at http://members.tripod.com/ 
—bhaznedar/georgiatech/ 
history.html):

George P. Burdell

A legend in his own time, 
George P. Burdell was cre
ated in 1927 as a practical 
joke. Incoming freshman 
Ed Smith received two ap
plication forms by mistake. 
He used one for himself, and 
on the second, gave the first 
name and initial of a relative
who was the headmaster of his 
prep school, George P. Butler. 
The origin of the surname, Bur
dell, is somewhat unclear. One 
version of the story says that 
Burdell was the maiden name of 
Smith's best friend's mother, an
other version claims it was the 
name of Smith's cat.

By secretly signing Burdell's fic
tional name in addition to his 
own name on all of his classes, 
Smith developed Burdell into a 
legitimate student. He even 

turned in separate 
Paoe ( 5 ) exam papers for Bur- 

dell, changing the handwriting 
and answers enough to convince 
many professors that George 
was actually a student in good 
standing. In 1930, George P. Bur
dell received a bachelor's degree 
from Tech and later a master's 
degree. During World War II, 
George continued his education 

at Harvard University before 
serving with the Eighth Air 

force in England.

Keepins; George Alive
Other creative stu
dents, dismayed at the 

idea of losing this pre
cocious schoolmate, have 

devised ways to keep 
George an active partici

pant in the Georgia Tech 
system. In the spring of 1969, 

the first quarter that Georgia 
Tech used completely comput
erized registration, George 
beat the system by enrolling in 
not just a few courses but in 
every course the school of
fered - more than 3000 credit 
hours! Though the computer 
system improved, it could not 
outwit George. In the spring of 
1986, he was again on the offi
cial roster of every course on 
campus.

With the help of his friends, 
George spent much of his time

http://members.tripod.com/


writing letters to the editors of various student publications and Atlanta 
newspapers, subscribing to magazines without paying to them, and ap
plying for major credit cards. He appeared on Tech's 1987 commence
ment program and was paged at the 1990 Citrus Bowl when Tech beat 
Nebraska 45-21. At the 1995 inauguration of Tech's 10th president, Wayne 
Clough, George's name could be found within the inaugural program as a 
distinguished guest.

I will point out that Burdell was officially listed as a donor to Furman 
University in SC (http://gtalumni.org/StayInformed/techtopics/sum93/ 
legend.html):

George P. Burdell has received recognition at Furman University, where for 
the past 20 years he has contributed SI .000 annually to the school's fund- 
raising campaign. His name is even included on the university's bronze 
Scroll of of Georgia Tech's Honor, (sic)

Dr. Frank C. Taylor, PRY '65, chair of Furman's Department of Physics, sent 
an article from the spring 1993 issue of Furman Reports that pays tribute to 
BurdeH's philanthropy - including a S50.000 contribution made in Burdell's 
name.

OF George does us proud!

Regarding the Nigerian scam, see cartoon above

Jeff's cover for osushigummi was (i assume) a package for the latest 
Japanese perversion of comfort food that i have heard of - gummi sushi.

While i can't recall specifics, there have been more than one
cases of software shipping with viruses in it, mostly inadvertent, Paqe 6 

http://gtalumni.org/StayInformed/techtopics/sum93/


occasionally malicious; i seem to recall something some years back about code left 
behind by a disgruntled former employee that got out in some Micro$oft stuff, for 
instance.

And, of course, you run the usual risks for such stuff if you install software 
that's been hacked or that you get from "warez" sources.

I doubt that a .22 shotshell would have any significant effect on either fu
selage or cockpit windshields, as small as the shot have to be to get any significant 
number in there.

On the other hand, i doubt it would have much effect on a hijacker either.

Except to tick him off.

One possibility for (mostly) non-lethal, not-dangerous-to-the-plane anti
hijacker weaponry is the StunStik and its relatives - it's a nightstick-sized and 
shaped device (which can be used to crack heads if necessary), which uses a pow
der charge roughly equivalent to a 12-gauge shell to launch a tough plastic 
"beanbag" filled with lead shot. Generally non-lethal, as i said - no weapon can 
be guaranteed as absolutely non-lethal in all circumstances - it hits with suffi
cient force to jolt most people off their feet, or at least knock the breath out of 
them and slow or stop them. (It can break ribs, but i'm not really all that con
cerned as to whether the fellow trying to kill me winds up with a couple broken 
ribs...)

Isn't Verheiden something in the "Smallville" production team?

Ummm - IAIDB.com lists him as a writer on several things (including 
"story" on The Alask, but as a producer he has only three credits, all teevee series:

"Smallville" (2001) TV Series (supervising producer) (2001) 

"Strip, The" (1999) TV Series (consulting producer) 

"Timecop" (1997) TV Series (supervising producer) 

I'd rephrase your comment to Steve:

"...expositions of the claimed and for the most part 
exaggerated aspartame hazards could easily be found..."

Overtones in string instrument waveforms - partic
ularly bowed instruments, i believe - are 

q influenced by the specific type of instru-

IAIDB.com


ment (each class is unique, giving it its distinctive 
sound), by the particular instrument itself (both by the 
builder's skill or lack of it, variations from the standard 

design, material, varnish, age and wear-and-tear and 
so on) and by the technique of the performer (due to 
bowing style, fingering and other factors, and con
tributing to the player's recogniseable "style"). A 
'cello played by Yo Yo Ma would show different 
overtones from one played by Casals, even on the 
identical instrument and piece...

No - i haven't sent your tape; i thought i
L had, but it has just turned up. I wish you'd reminded, me 

f before, when i had postage money. Will try to get it going 
ASAP.

oaRfatfons on a tbcr nt

I really would like to get to Prague someday; the Old Country 
(Bohemia) fascinates me, and now that i've seen some of it well-photo
graphed in "XXX", i really want to go there.

I didn't know Dal Coger all that well, but i enjoyed the interactions i did 
have with him...

Confessions of a Consi'sfenf Liar .
A.-HUvaty
Everything i have ever seen by Joan Aiken is children's books, most of them in 
some way part of a semi-series beginning with "The Wolves of Willoughby 
Chase", set in a universe where the Stewarts are on the throne in the Nineteenth 
Century and people are plotting to replace them with the house of Hanover.
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so you think i'M an \. 
EWL TASKMASTER, MEV.) 
3El^iCE’

WON, WHEN I W*6 YOUR AGE 
- AND IT WASN'T THAT LONG 

AGO - I REALIZED THAT A 
WOMAN HAS TO BE TOUGH, 
DECI5M AND MERCILESS TO

GET WHAT SHE WWTS 

YOU'RE STILL 
ANGRY ThA* I 
FIRED ZANE

fANGRVSTOO^ 

I NICE A WORD ‘

WE S YOU? 'IRST BIG 
UM, ISNTWE’ YOU'LL 
SOON LEARN T«AT MEN 
LIE, CHEAT ANO SwEET

TALK TO GET WHAT THEY 
WANT. THEN THEY LEAVE

50 S TWAT WHAT VCU

/ YOU'RE A GOOD 
I PERSON, BERNICE 

Smart, hard 
working, 
O0EDCNT



WW [Wait®aife
JWgOs)

Speaking of things you might say 
that will get you excused from jury duty - 
here in Atlanta it is said, more than half-seri- 
ously, that saying that you listen regu
larly to Neal Boortz's program will 
get you excused.

What you missed in 
"Luann” (which was in the strips i 
reprinted) was that when it came 
down to Eiffel firing one of them, 
she chose Zane. After that, she 
moved in on Bernice with the 
’Men are scum, women are the 
only worthwhile people/ rou
tine. And a few other things, 
straight out of the 'predatory 
lesbian in PG 13 rated sto
ryline' cliche book. (See previous 
page.)

Actually, Kim Kinnison 
would have sworn by something 
like 'Klono's titanium tuchus and 
bulging beryllium balls!'

I truly love the Sorel strip 
on your back cover I do find it 
somewhat amusing that he feels 
comfortable using the initials "SDS", 
confident that his readers will get the 
reference, but doesn’t use the initials 
"YAF", which were similarly used at the 
time.

I read somewhere that 
it's pretty well documented 
that Dent wrote all but 
about fifteen of the Sav

age stories; however many he didn't 
write, he wrote a lot higher percentage 
of them than Walter Gibson did of the 
Shadow stories (though Gibson wrote at 
least one Savage story).

Referring to Nemo's batteries, 
"...mercury isn't consumed but so

dium is...". What happens to the 
sodium? (Is this some form of 
pre-Einstein cold matter-to-energy 
conversion?) What does the so
dium react with in order to be 

"consumed"? (Sodium will oxidise 
readily -- even burn -- but i doubt 
that that's what's going on.)What 
part does the mercury play in the 
reaction, if it's not likewise used 

up? I find these batteries somewhat 
hard to believe in. Can you (or any
one) furnish the chemical reactions/ 
formulae by which they operate?

Williamson used the idea of 
clones grown to ensure immortality 
for their progenitor in a novel (a 
fixup from shorter pieces, i think), 
the name of which escapes me; it's 
the earliest that i ever encoun
tered the idea.

Speaking of Westerns-con- 
verted-to-space operas reminds me 
of three things - the "Bat Durstan" 
ad that "Galaxy" used to run, "Doc" 
Smith's comment in an introduction 

to a book (i think E.E.Evans's "Man 
of Many

Minds) ge (10)



about such a story in which (quasi-quoting)"...the hero's imperfectly-converted 
blaster 'emitted a stream of lead'..." and the fact that C.L.Moore's "Northwest Smith" 
was originally created as a Western hero.

(Incidentally, in Miller and Lee's recent novel "I Dare", a "LaDemeter" is a 
heavy automatic pistol...)

The 60's paperback of "The Firebrand" included a bio piece on Faust which 
claimed that he left enough material at his death during WW2 to allow at least one 
of his publishers to keep putting it out till sometime in the 50's.

"V.C.Andrews" has been a house name for something like twenty years (just 
a minute while i activate my trusty Googler...)

Quoting from The University of Delaware "Review" for February 16, 1999:

V.C Andrews, author of "Flowers in the Attic" and "Heaven," died of cancer in 
I 986. Her latest work, "Olivia," released in January ,is a total bore.

And the unoriginality of this novel is no surprise. After her death, ghostwriter 
Andrew Niederman has been trying to keep up her legacy while writing under her name.

But he has not succeeded.

Unfortunately, Niederman is simply copying Andrews' previous plots - just 
changing names and hair colors to vary the work.

In each of "her" almost 40 novels, of which Andrews only au
thored eight, the lead character is beautiful and tormented...

fend quote]

1 believe that the name "V.C.Andrews" was 
registered as a trademark by her family only 
shortly after her death.

Was "Skylark of Space" rewritten 
between magazine and hardback publi
cation? My father had a copy of the 
original hardcover, and i remember it 
well.

While i haven't read the serial 
versions of the Lensman books, i can 
see that the rewrites that explain from 
the beginning what's going on do de



tract at least somewhat from the overall structure of the series. 1 would love to 
have reprints of both the magazine versions of the stories which had magazine ver
sions to read in parallel with the versions actually published in book form.

Sorry -- i thought i had read that Edd Cartier had died; so many who were 
active that long ago are gone, these days...

Re: F.M.Busby's first letter -- by an interesting coincidence, my step-daugh
ter, her boyfriend and i just finished watching Galaxy Quest, which he mentions fa
vourably - the important thing about what makes GQ such a great film is that it's 
obvious that the people involved in its production know Star Trek inside out, are 
aware of its ridiculousnesses, and love it anyway, treating it with respect even as

DON'T DISLIK£
LM, BUT W£ DO€S PUS4- 
E "PL^-DOW MAN" £N- 

V£LOP£|

they send it up. It reminds me, actually'{since we were discussing Frederick Faust a 
couple paragraphs ago), of the sort of attitude that gave us the film version of 
Destry Rides Again.

Twyggdrasil & Treehouse GazetteLDengrove
Your comment to Gary about the fact that we cannot see the stars for the city lights 
(for the most part) reminds me that i have heard that the latest versions of the "Boy 
Scout Handbook" advise that, if lost in the woods, you should look for the skyglow of 
the nearest city and head for it to avoid wandering in circles.

Actually, Archimedes did use weight as part of his test to determine if the 
gold was adulterated; the water-displacement part of his test was to 
measure the volume of metal in the crown so that it could be com- Page (12) 
pared to the volume of pure gold of the same weight. x z



Gold was rubbed against a "touchstone" to determine whether it was real; true 
gold would leave a streak of one colour, other elements or compounds would leave 
other coloured streaks on the surface of the stone.

They were writing "sympathetic Luthor" stories thirty or thirty-five years ago; 
there was an occasionally-recurring running storyline planet where Luthor was such a 
big hero that they renamed the planet "Lexor" in his honour...

Sherman did not bum Atlanta - that is a 
myth that persists because the Sherman-haters 
don't want to admit that Atlanta burned be
cause its defenders, in attempting to bum 
supplies and materiel to deny them to the 
enemy, did it themselves.

"Forbidden Planet" was admit
tedly inspired by "The Tempest" — Rob
bie is Ariel, the Id Beast is Caliban, 
Doctor Wossname is Prospero and his 
daughter is Prospero's daughter — Miran
da, right?

I believe that all Don has to go on in 
Pat Gibbs' case is his writings, and a limited 
selection of them. Pat is a nice enough guy in per
son, but inclined to be doctrinaire and dogmatic - he is, 
after all, an attorney. Just like-Guy-Lillian:

I don't recall a giant spider from any of the Dean 
Martin "Helm" films. I do recall a gun that shot back
ward if you pulled the trigger normally - in one scene 
the girl kills a Bad Guy by pretending to be killing her
self...

Amazon pays you from 2.5% to 15% if some
one uses a link from your site to get to them and 
buy something — the higher rates come when 
someone jumps straight from your site to an item at Amazon and buys it before they 
do any browsing at Amazon. If someone goes to Amazon via a link from your site 

and then does some browsing, anything they buy on that visit is good 
, for the lower rates — exactly how much depends on what it is they 
(13) buy and on how much you have already sold for Amazon that quarter.



I made almost $87 off my site last quarter, and i al
ready have about $18 in commissions accruing since 
1 January this year...

I haven't read any such by Tanya Huff, but 
"Dead Until Dusk" (see my review online at http:// 
el ectroni ctiger. com/revi ews/dead. htm)and "Livi ng 
Dead in Dallas" by Charlaine Harris are romantic 
vampire novels, AND (respectively) a Southern 
Gothic mystery and a hardboiled detective novel. 
With a non-vampire protagonist who also happens to 
be a telepath. And a vampire named Bubba who's 
not quite All There, but whose undead state explains 
a popular set of Urban Legends...

I haven't been to a movie in a theatre since "Lilo & Stitch" (which was
quite enjoyable, to say the least), I haven't 
seen the first Hany Potter film, and so 
haven't seen the second, either, I 
haven't seen the new Bond, though i 
did want to, As i type this, 
"Daredevil" is playing, and i want to 
see that. But am i? Not this week,
anyway,

The IMDB points out that 
there are explicit/implicit referencs to 
all of the previous nineteen Bond 
films in this one,,. Some of the things 
they cite sound pretty strained. Bros
nan's Bond is a lot tougher-minded than 
his Remington Steele would lead one to 
expect. I really would love to see a film of 



J.D.Robb (Nora Roberts)'s "In Death" books with Brosnan as Roarke. Dal
las would be harder to cast, now that Di Rigg is too old.

Most Westlake (or Stark) is worth reading, though i didn't get past 
about the second chapter of "The Hook".

There's a Navy base in Marietta, Georgia, too. Of course, it's a Naval 
Air Station.

Actually, there are sports annoincers who add something - the At
lanta Braves' broadcast team are really fun to listen to and manage to call 
the game in a manner that actually makes sense.

But whether you're printing the zine doirectly or making a master 
and copying, you're still using a variant on xerography if you're printing on 
a laser printer.

No, the other thing that would reliably fill a video room at 2AM - 
despite how it seemed universally to be panned as abysmal by fans - was 
"Battle Beyond the Stars" (also, now i think, "Dark Star" - but that's in a 
class by itself).

As to "Betty or Wilma?", we used to have a local band in Atlanta 
called "Betty's Not a Vitamin" - Betty was the only major cast member 
NOT offered as a vitamin tablet. When someone asked them why the 
name, they said it was to publicise this injustice, and then one of them 
added "Betty or Wilma - which would you rather eat?"

I, on the other hand, barely remember "The Body" and really en
joyed the musical episode of "Buffy", finding it not only well-done as a mu
sical in which the cast KNEW they were living a musical, but well and 
imaginatively staged. (I liked the little touch of one of Sweet's messenger 
demons being totally unmusical...)

Yeah - our DVD is an Apex, but instead of having a hidden menu, it 
had to have new firmware taken from an Australian machine installed for 
the region-free, no Macrovision thing.

Talking about a cartoon featuring Jimmy Carter that involved base
ball reminds me of the week or so in which "Tank Macnamara" showed

Carter negotiating between Pete Rose and Major League 
Pa^e (1 ■ Baseball - "...Ah think Ah. see a way ... but theah must be



compromise ... Mr Commissioner, 
the people in Cooperstown may not 
like having to build an annex to the 
Hall. Mr Rose, you may not like 
what it says on your plaque."

Peter, Pan &. Merry
D.Schlosser
It's been said that the HIV-pos
itive "Sesame Street" char
acter is only in the African 
version.

"Vault-solid cockpit 
doors" can only prevent 
hijackings if the pilot 
doesn't open them (as 
you say) AND the pilot 
refuses to allow him
self to be swayed by 
threats to cabin crew 
and passengers.
As to the question of how Liz (with 
page count that would put her 1 Sth 
on that scale): I looked at the scores 
that ran in this mailing, and i find 
myself listed with 98 pages total, and 
an average of 19.5. Now, as i add 
up the number of pages listed — 26, 
2, 10, 1, 40 and 23 — it comes to 
102. And neither 98/6 nor 102/6 
equals 19.6 — that's either 16.33... or 
else 17 pages per time.
If it comes to city fighting in Bagh

dad, and the US populace turns out 
to not be as bloodthirsty as it likes to 
think itself and support for the war 
evaporates in mid-battle, we may 
well be "humiliated".
The first Marvel/DC crossover was 
unofficial, and took place Halloween 

of 1972 (i think) — Wein, Gerber
and Englehart (i think — at 

least one of the Steves 
was involved) came up 
with a common story 
frame for that month's 
stories about Thor, 
the Beast and the Jus
tice League, and wrote

themselves and Glynis 
Wein in as charac
ters in stories set in 

Rutland, Vermont. Al- 
mough the various char

acters never directly 
interact, the three stories affect each 
other (though not in such a way that 
one had to read all three; each stood 
alone).
Example: at the end of the Justice 
League story, Felix Faust steals Ger
ber's (i think) car to make his get
away. As he roars away, an 
indistinct figure runs up to the road, 
trying to flag him
down. In Thor, Loki, Page (16)



[7" AMOS. PO YOU EVER
( FANTASIZE ABOUT ME? in .NO. I MEAN...CAN'T 

SAV W I PO. NOT IN 
THE least, nevep.

NAPA. LINH UNH. 
AFSOlUTELV NEGATORY. 

fY NO MEANS. CERTAINLY 
NOT NO MA'AM. NOT 

FOR THE WOPLP NOT ON 
YOOR LIFE. FOR LOVE NOB 
MONEY NOP A LONG CHALK

NOT IN A GAZILLION 'S 
’ YEARS. PUT A MARK IN

THE NO" COLL TIN NElN 
NON! NY£T BANlS.H THE 

VERY THOUGHT ABE YOU 
KIPPING?! ZERO! Z1P!

GOOSE EGG' FAT CHANCE' 
k . NOTHING POING!
x k Wtai>

>. J a^PAlK'
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■r v 1/ OPPOSITE!
■ GOP F^SiP
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who has been blinded, hears a car roaring toward him, and tries to flag it 
down to escape. The Justice League story ends with ordinary cops stop
ping Faust (and ending up arresting him) because Gerber's car has a loud 
exhaust, the muffler having fallen off near the beginning of the Beast story.
And so on.

SPIRITUS MUNDI
GHLIII

Ummm, Guy, if you phrase your questions 
while cross-examining witnesses as badly as you did 
the one about the medal, your clients are in trouble. If 
you had asked “Is that the Congressional Medal?”, the 
officer would have answered “No” - the Congressional 
Medal doesn’t hang on a red-white-blue ribbon; it

AMOS. WHEN I ASKEP IF 
YOU EVER FANTASIZE 

ABOUT ME. YOU PIPNT 
HAVE TO PROTEST YOUR 

INNOCENCE SO MUCH. 
AST SAh' NO ANP I'LL



clothes:

hangs on a pale blue one; watered silk, i 
think, with tiny silver stars on the octagonal 
plaque-like piece the the medal hangs from. 
The ribbon worn with the rest of your “fruit 
salad” with less than full-dress uniforms is 
also pale blue with small five 
silver stars on it:

There is also a 
“rosette” that is to be worn by Medal 
of Honor recipients when in civilian

What you saw was probably either a Silver Star (Air Force version, above 
left) or a Bronze Star (Air Force version, above right), both of which do hang on

(more or less) red-white-blue ribbons.
(There are three different versions of the Medal of Honor - the 

Navy version on the previous page, which was originally designed in 
1862 (which, incidentally, did originally hang from a RWB rib
bon, the .Xrmy version (left), a design dating from 1904, and
the Air Force version (right), adopted in 1965 and (trust a 
zoomie] 50% larger than the other two. Ribbons and ro

settes remain the same for all three.) [Note the tacky over-ornateness 
of the Army and Air Farce versions, compared to the simple elegance of the Navy de
sign...}

%
'M*4'

.Actually, it may well be the bookstores who, effectively, put the Wil
lis novel “on hold” - the big book chains have pretty well got veto power, 
at least over genre books. If it makes them toopnervous and they refuse to 
advance order it, that may well be the difference between a 
book getting published or not getting published. The specific Page (10) 



example that comes to mind was a Delaney book some years ago that got 
scrapped because the big chains wouldn’t accept it -- the stated reason 
was thai ti didn’t look enough like a sci-fi book to sell well; the rumour was 
that it was strong gay themes (i think; something of the same sort, anyway) 
that did it.

No, i doubt that the “Australian” Ballot (which isn’t Australian, some
thing a DUFF winner might want to get straight) - i’d say that Last Crusade 
won over Field of Dreams mostly because (A) more people watched it and 
(B) a lot of people don’t think of Field as SF/Fantasy, even though it is. And 
i sincerely doubt that Dark Star could have had any chance in the Hugo bal
loting, since hardly anyone managed to see it till years later. I’m amazed 
that it got nominated at all.

W. DR. I FEEL 
WU SHOULD KNOW W
W AFTERNOON. IN AN

UNCHARACTERISTIC LAPSE.
I EXPERIENCED W FIRST

. FANTASY FEATURING
\ .YOUR

E®A WAS M PRIME 
minister of MARS. IN an 
ACTION PACKED SEQLtNCE 

INVOLVING RUNNING RAY 
AW FIRE. AND MANY A

HARSH 0A1R

DIDN'T YOU TELL HER AAOUT 
MY- REALLY TIGHT, SEXY 

UNIFORM WITH TRADEMARK 
STUCK ZIPPER 

DECOLLETAGE?
CIRCUMSPECT.

HONEST
YET WISELY

WHEN IT MIGHT
PEWIT IN Z

XXX was a fun enough film (fun enough that i made myself a Video 
CD copy), and i see they’re already planning a sequel for next summer - 
which, i am sure, will feature the GTO prominently - and i agree that Vin 
Diesel would .make an excellent Gully Foyle. 1 think he’d also make an ex
cellent Leon if anyone was crazy enough to try to do an “American" re
make of that, like they did with Femme Nikita...

Your comment about the California sights you didn’t see when you 
lived there reminds me of the way Londoners were totally ignoring the Ro

I un
derstand 
that the 
varnish 
on Stradi-

Paqe (19)

man Wall as they waited for ‘buses.



vari instruments is one of the rea
sons they are so good; recent 
analyses and experimentation give 
hope that we can duplicate it.

See my comment to Schloss
er, right before this one, for the low-

down on that first unofficial 
Marvel/DC crossover. 1972, i be
lieve.

Aytua^, I rehear  cJ, 07/
H's, I Hat it kXK 'rf

Thor 207:
AAarvel creators 

Steve tftglehart, 

6erard Coftway, Left 

Weift, 6lyftis Weift 

appearift 
story, 

plot 

crossover with Rutlaftd stories ift 

AAAaziftg Advefttures #16 aftd 

Justice League of* America 
#103(published by DC coaai'cs)

From a comics trivia web
site:
The First AAarvel/DC teaAA-up is gefterally 

thought To he the SuperAAaft/Spider-AAaft 

coaai'c FroAA 1975, but There was actually 
aft uftoFFicial teaAA-up ift 1973. Thor 207 

& JLA 103 crossed over with each other. 

Both copies Featured Steve -Eftglehart, 

6erry Coftway aftd Left aftd 6lyftis Weift 

traveliftg FroAA New ^ork City to Rutlaftd, 

VerAAOftt ift Steve’s car. They wore idefttical 

clothiftg ift both issues, tftglehart's car was 

the saAAe AAodel aftd color aftd had a bad 

AAuFFIer ift both coaaIcs. Ift Thor, the car 
was stoleft. you didft't Fiftd out who stole 

it uftless you read Justice 

League.

From a history of the 
Phantom Stranger: 
Justice League oF AAAerica 
103: "A Straftger Walks 
AAAOftg Us!", DeceAAber 1973 
W:

Left Weift, a: Dick 
Dillift aftd Dick 
6<ordafto

The 
PhafttoAA 
Straftger First 
AAeets the 
World's 6reatest 
Super--Heroes! Paqe (20^



The SfraAger's prior tAferacfioA wifh 
/AaiAsfrea/A DC characters had beeA li/A<ted 
To Dead/AaA aAd Baf/AaA. Now, for The 
firsf fi/Ae, he appears oa The Justice League 
Satellite without use of The traAsporter (a 
Trick which was To irwiTe co/A/AeAt <a al- 
/Aost every SfraAger appearaAce <’a JLA) 
aAd baffles the<A all.

The STraAger alerTs The JLA To a 
FaustiaA ploT <A RuflaAd, Ver/AOAT: villaiA 
Felix FausT tATeAds To provide de/AOAS wiTh 
aA eATry To £arth, by sacrificing The Jus
Tice Leaguers' lives. ParticipaAts <A RuflaAd's 
HalloweeA parade, dressed as heroes iAclud- 
iAg Supergirl, FawceTT’s CapfaiA /Marvel, 
aAd /Marvel's 
Spider-/MaA, 
Thor, aAd Cap
faiA America, 
defeat The 
Leaguers aAd 
Aearly kill the/A, 
FausT has placed 
The Leaguers ua- 
der a spell of i*A- 
/AtAeAf death, which could be couAteracted 
OAly by The sacrif ice of a persoAal posses- 
sioA of each victi/A, After each baffle, fhe 
SfraAger appears oa fhe sceAe, igAoriAg 
fhe Leaguers' cries for help, aAd picks up 
so*Ae possessioA fro*A fhe bafflefield. Af 
/AidAight, he sacrifices fhe/A alt, resforiAg 
fhe Leaguers aAd f oiliAg Fausf's spell. The 
de/AOAS are forced fo flee. The JLA offers 
fhe SfraAger /Ae<Abership, buf he disappears 
without accepting or decItAtAg.

lyd colics
cMjc out bld A/osT^r-

Kvke (Zl) zplps'e’ i TVJk/’

tU Mtr, i m at
tI^. oir/porT ieruf s'® i bob^t a "^o^ics 
Vd '^-m^ba- tbat back touts

if, flje.JL/L fis i ceAf if i btqarf fo ^ef Uis
&t4 strfsc of i/u i ^of backfo dje '
dug ouf touts ci/tcktd^

<w
Q.’Brew
Actually, no matter how slim the odds 
of a meteor hitting the same place as the 
last Big One hit might be, there's abso

lutely noth
ing to 
prevent it 
from hap
pening that 
way. I 
mean, while 
the odds say 
that flipping 
a penny 500 

times will give 250 heads and 250 tails, 
there's actually nothing that prevents it 
coming up heads 500 times running. It 
ain't gonna, in your or my lifetime, but 
it COULD — each event is totally unre
lated to the one before or the one after.

Yngvl Is A Louse!
TKFW
Talking of ways of generating a plot — 
someone (i think it was Jack Chalker, 
but i could be wrong) once described



to me the Futurian method of plotting a novel: you would create your protago
nist (and, generally, the antagonist] and come up with the main story element to 
be resolved in the first chapter. After that, you would introduce a new character 
or device in each chapter, each of which would have some unique ability or 
property that related in some way to the main element. One of these new char
acters or elements would be the key to the solution of the conflict, the others 
were superfluous. But the Futurians were writing fast pay copy potboilers in 
those days, so they never rewrote or revised if they could help it, so the later 
chapters of Futurian novels might get a bit bloody as they disposed of the char
acters they had created that they didn't need, instead of going back and revising 
the story to eliminate them. ([This would seem to explain Gunner Cade, i sup
pose...))

(i u i 11 y PI e a s n r e s
E.AcKerman
My Amazon review of the previous Ben January novel was entitled ‘Dear 
Barbara: Fewer Characters Please" -- i am still looking forward to the 
current one that you mention here, even if it also has so many characters 
that i have trouble keeping track of them.
My own comics buying has lately been cut back to Supergirl, Young 
fustice and Catwoman, due to monetary issues. From what i hear/read, 
i will soon be able to add two other comics to my list, as apparently both 
Supergirl and Yf are for the chop after their next issues.

As a Birds of Prey buyer/reader, what did you think of the teevee 
sries? Kate says that the actress who played Huntress would be perfect 
for "J.D.Robb"s Eve Dallas, from the "In Death’ books. ((We're still argu
ing — me yea, she nay — as to whether Pierce Brosnan would make a 
good Roarke.))
It is improper to refer to the Coast Guard as a branch of the military; 
while it is, indeed, militaiyish in organisation, it is technically not part of 
the military. That is why i wound up in the Navy rather than the CG 
back in the Viet Nam era; the Navy had to go by the eye
sight standards that applied to the military, but the CG Page (22)



didn't -- the Services had to take you (for most 
things) if you were correctable to 20/100 and no 

worse than 20/400 uncorrected. The CG was de
manding no worse than 20/100 uncorrected and 20/20 

Hie animated Batgirl re-imagined in the Corrected which Was close tO 
supergiri^tock pilot standard for the military,

as i recall. ((We had Coasties attending Electronics “A” 
School at Great Lakes in 1968/1969 when i was there. In 
undress uniforms for classes, the only way to tell them 
from real sailors was a little embroidered badge on their 

cuffs. But boy did we make fun of their dress uniform hats. 
Mostly because a lot of us thought they looked better than 
white hats with the dress blues and were jealous...))

Tinis cover somehow reminds me of the old Emsh Christmas 
covers for Galaxy showing the four-armed Santa.

Ummm, wasn't Richard Jewell the guy who didn't have anything to do with 
the Olympic bombing, whose life was pretty well screwed up by the FBI? ((A regular 
Book Nook comics customer, BTW. 1 thought he looked familiar when i saw pictures 
back then...)) As i recall, they didn't have any trouble finding Jewell at his mother's 
apartment on Buford Highway; i think you meant that other guy that they're still look
ing for in NC.

Actually, there are airguns that shoot BBs 
(sometimes interchangeably with .177 pellets) 
that are rather more than toys.

And that looks like IT for this zine, and i’m still 
not caught up with the MCs on the previous mailing, 
much less the mailing i ought to be making com
ments about. Maybe next time.

Illos mostly from online; the Mauldin cartoon 
showing Hitler, Goering and Goebbels laughing 
themselves sick over headlines was from the 1940s 
but seems just as fresh today...

, . Now to see if i can afford to
Page (23) print this thing.


